
 

 

TOTALDIGITAL.AI enables customers to find and maintain  
the right digital balance  

Jesteburg, 10 November 2020 - Mastering the rapid transition of technologies in 
combination with individual use cases within the company – that is the principle behind the 
‘TotalDigital’ eco system from QRelation Management Team GmbH.  

Acclaimed for customised project solutions dovetailing leadership skills in top 
management positions of production- and technology-intensive sectors, the QRelation 
Management Team helps customers gain maximum benefit from the digitalisation of their 
entire supply chains using a value-based approach.  

Thanks to the ‘TotalDigital’ eco system complemented by the know-how of providers of 
digital services/platforms, location intelligence and big data (BI, CI), QRelation is uniquely 
positioned to offer the ultimate customised solutions. No matter how specific the 
assignment scenarios, the customer is able to draw upon and integrate the cumulative 
knowledge of specialists, start-ups and established IT companies right from the concept 
phase. Under the guidance of QRelation Management Team GmbH, an appropriate team 
of solution providers optimally chosen for the customer develops the ideal digital solution, 
which is then integrated into the corporate processes in cooperation with the customer – 
and always carefully tailored to the specific company situation. Not only does QRelation 
handle selection of the qualified partners, overall management is also firmly in the 
experienced hands of the QRelation specialists. An out-and-out guarantee for efficient 
execution! 

To manage this area we are delighted to have secured the services of our new colleague 
Tobias Schubert, whose expertise will inexorably help companies find and maintain their 
digital balance. “We are extremely pleased to have such a committed, genuine ‘digital 
native’ on board – or rather on our digital board – especially one who has so successfully 
advanced process automation/digitalisation as a consultant and manager in his previous 
positions,” explained Stefan Karstens, CEO of QRelation Management Team GmbH.  

“Together with our internal team, Tobias will orchestrate partners within our ‘TotalDigital’ 
eco system and help our customers surf the digital wave – a perfect addition! “, added 
CFO Stefan Heinsohn. 
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https://totaldigital.ai/en/

